81] No green aliens drink green tea.

   All Robots are green aliens.

   No Robots _______ DRINK GREEN TREA

82] Some geese are sisters

   All sisters are nuns.

   Some nuns are ________ GEESE

83] No thinking men are not smart.

   Some men are not women.

   All women are not smart ( T or F ) FALSE

84] Some blue trains have whistles.

   Some whistles are blue.

   Some blue trains have blue _______ WHISTLES

85] No young goats laugh;

   All laughing animals are healthy.

   All young goats are ___________ UNHEALTHY

86] Some frogs are poets;

   Some ducks are unpoetical.

   Some ducks are Frogs ( T or F ) TRUE

87] A hungry man eats heartily;

   A vegetarian meal is not hearty.

   No hungry man ________ EATS A VEGETARIAN MEAL
88] Every eagle can fly;
    Some eagles are bald.
    All bald eagles can fly (T or F) TRUE

89] All misers are generous;
    Some old women are ungenerous.
    Some old women are not _______ MISERS

90] Some unprovoked bees will sting
    No cats are provoked
    Some cats sting (T or F) FALSE

91] No blue muffins are not tasty
    Some muffins are bitter
    All blue muffins are bitter (T or F) FALSE

92] Some painters are not idle;
    Some idle painters are not famous.
    All painters gain fame (T or F) FALSE

93] All monkeys, except Percy the trained monkey, are proud of their tails;
    Only monkeys, that are proud of their tails, can sing.
    Percy cannot sing (T or F) TRUE

94] All authorized reports are true;
    All unauthorized reports are not trustworthy.
    Some authorized reports are NOT______ UNTRUSTWORTHY

95] No dentists are teachers;
    All teachers are tall.
    All dentists are not _______ TALL
96] All wasps are aggressive;
   Some puppies are aggressive.
   All Puppies are wasps ( T or F )  FALSE

97] All healthy people are fat;
   No unhealthy people are strong.
   All fat people are NOT___________ UNHEALTHY

98] All rich bankers are honest;
   Some women are rich.
   Some rich women are______ HONEST BANKERS

99] Some muffins are tasty;
   All buns are bitter.
   No Buns are______ MUFFINS

100] All amphibians crawl
   Some amphibians are snails
   Some snails crawl (T or F).  TRUE